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One pair seeks

By Burt S. Kaliski
The Academic Council meets
today at 10 a.m. to recommend
to the Corporation Executive
Committee the tuition and equity
level for 1984-85;
Members of the Academic
Council who are said to know the
figures were in meetings yesterday
and could not be-reached for
comment. They are President
Paul E. Gray '54, Senior Vice
President William R. Dickson
'56, and Vice President Constantine B. Simonides.
Gray is expected to announce
the recommended tuition and equity level later this week. The
Corporation Executive Committee usually has approved the levels soon after the announcement.
Tuition for 1984-85 will exceed
$10,000 if a trend in increases
which has held for seven years
continues. Each year since 1977,
the Institute has raised tuition by
a greater percentage than the
Consumer Price Index rose the
previous year.
That index rose by 4.98 percent in 1983, and an increase in
tuition of the same level would
yield a $10,078 bill for 1984-85.
Halt Increased Tuition, a committee of the Undergraduate Association, is expected to protest
the likely increases this week.
The committee, in a draft of
resolutions prepared by campus
coordinator Robert L. Krawitz
'86, has demanded:
* tuition not exceed $10,000,
and equity level remain at $4300;
e MIT join Ivy Group colleges in a campaign for increased
federal financial aid;
* the Institute make research
attractive to potential contractors
"that do not primarily affect undergraduates adversely";
o
the federal government pay
(Please turn to page 2)
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By Burt S. Kafiski
Only one team of students is
running for the offices of presi.
l.L_2.<|
and vice
_
Student
presidentaof
the
Undergraduate Association, and
21 of 26 class offices have one or
no students competing.

David M. Libby '85, former
floor leader of the UA General
~;`~-·raP~%%~·~R~s~~Assembly,
and Stephanie L.
Scheidler '85, an Association of
s~s~lslBWIB~~i~iStudent
inc~h.
Activities representative
to the UA Finance Board, are on
the March 14 ballot for the highest offices.
'"~~E;~"""1~3~iX~;~i~ii~L%~s~~~R;·~l~e~lSevenof the class offices will
have no names on the ballot, al7·-S~ithough stu den ts are expected to
mount,, write-in campaigns for
two of those offices. Another 14
; offices have only one candidate.
Class Presidents Noelle M.h
Mrritt '85 and Vivienne Lee '86
Me
will run for re-election, as will
I
· · ,:··
~~~~~Vice President Barry D .
Tech photo by Simnson L Garfinkel
N/cQuain '85.
Cambridge firemen prepare to extinguish the fire in the
Michael R. Candan '85 ,mll
Ibasement of Building 2 Friday morning.
run against Merritt, but the other
incumbents are unopposed.
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By Andrew Bein
A electrical fire in Building 2
filled it with smoke and resulted
in the cancellation of classes Friday afternoon. No one was injured in the fire.
An alternating current cable in
a manhole underneath the basement of Building 2 "burned off"
its lead shielding, according to
Paul M. Blanchard, Electrical
Services manager of the MIT
Physical Plant.
The cable "came into contact
with the [direct current]," causing the explosion which led to the
fire, Blanchard said.
"We got a call on the 100
emergency line at 11:43 a. m.,"
said Lt. Anne P. Glavin of the
MIT Campus Police.
Ernest DiAngeles, deputy chief

giig

of the Cambridge Fire Department, said firefighters "got there
three or four minutes after the
explosion and had the fire out in
two or three minutes." An MIT
"direct line" alerted the fire department, he explained.
The firefighters extinguished
the electrical fire with Ansul, a
dry powder chemical, he said.
"The wiring itself was the only
thing burning, but that caused a
lot of smoke," DiAngeles continued. "It wasn't serious, there was
no danger at all.... It is a real
good building."
Students from Building 2, the
Richard Cockburn MacLaurin
Building (Building 4) and parts
of the George Eastman Reasearch
Laboratory (Building 6) were
evacuated, according to Glavin.

a*WI I1-01 I

Most noon classes there were
cancelled.
Blanchard said Building 2 "was
down for both lighting and power [until] . . I a. m. on Saturday." As a result of the fire, he
said, the direct current was off
throughout the Institute.
"The [alternating current]
burned out inside the hole probably because of age" and water
present in the manhole, he ex-

plained. The wire had been installed in I1956, but some " low
voltage system" cable has been in
place since 1916.
"We will be upgrading Building
2 as a result of this," Blanlchard
said. "There will be a future shut
down," in power for the build-

on the Middle East which sponsored the conference, said, "Anyone can have a conference at
MIT, and you don't have to invite
all people. If [the MIT Zionist
Alliance] wants to have a conference on the Middle East and do
all the work to prepare it, they
can.
Judith R. Fleischman '85,
president of the MIT Zionist
Alliance, the group that organized the protest, said, "We are
not-protesting what they are saying, but what they are not
saying."
"No official Israeli view is presented," said Ami Elat, vice

By Ellen L. Spero

About 15 students from six
area colleges protested last Sunday outside a closed conference
on Middle East issues held at
MIT.
The students said the conference, held this weekend, did not
present an Israeli view.
"We . . . protest the one-sided
nature of this Mideast Conference," said a statement issued by
the students. "The Middle East
conflict has many sides to it. We
believe that the MIT community
has a right to hear them all.
Professor Louis Kampf, faculty
advisor to the MIT Commission

I

Even in death, John Lennon remains a musical force to
be reckoned with. Page 11.

Satanism and rock 'n' roll have always been strange
bedfellows. Page 1 1.

Alumni tell How To Get There From MAIT1Page 15.
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president of Hillel at the University of Massachusetts at Boston,
"which leaves you with a partial
view" of the situation in the Middle East.
However, Marguerite A.
Browning G. president of the
Middle East commission, said,
"We are not espousing the Zionist view. We are trying to fill the
gaps" in information provided by
American media.
"Until now," she said, "the
view in this country is largely
based on the Zionists' view,
which is in line with United
States policy in the Middle East."
"If they believe that their ideas
and theories are strong, they
shouldn't be afraid of having a
pro-Israeli view," Elat added.
"We don't have the one-sided
view," Kampf asserted. "They
have the one-sided view. We believe in the possibility of all people living together in peace."
Fleischman said, however,
Kampf had asked her earlier Sunday morning, "Why aren't you
people out campaigning in New
Hampshire against Jesse Jackson?" and "Why don't you get
yourself some shvartzes?"
"Shvartzes" is a Yiddish word
used as a derogatory term mean(Please turn to page
2)
. I . I. . I I

"Everybody knows that we
have to do something to the GA
to make it . . . more responsible
and more efficient," he said, but
no one is willing to invest the
time.
Hauke L. Kite-Powell '84,
chairman otl the colnn-fission, dis-

agreed. Asked if the job of UA
president required too much
work, he replied, "No, i can't
imagine that really."
"The image the job still has
around the Institute is not something that's really very giamorous," Kite-Powell added.
Two other teams applied for
candidacy for the top offices but
neither comlpleted the required
petitions by the Feb. 24 deadline,
according to Kuntz. Those teams
are Dennis Benjamin and Mike
Thomas, and Jeff Wanis and Bernard Gunther.
The ballot will also include a
referendium on pornography nonbinding on the General Assembly.
but the wording of that question
is not yet decided.

The General Assembly was

1.ll-

laboratory of Professor J[elfrey I.
Steinfeld '62.

able at a recent meeting to approve inclusion of several referendums on changes to the U A
constitution by the Feb. 24 deadline. "We did not receive a mandate by the GA, . . . nor dlid we
receive a petition," Kuntz said.
One proposed referendum,
that of a student activities tee,

Eric L. Schweitzer G. a mem-

would have required changes in

ber of Steinfeld's lab, said, "It is
(Please tulrs to page 17)

the UA's relationship with the
(Please turn lo page 2)

lllg.

The explosion occurred in an

electrical wiring closet next to the

Zionist-group holds protesto n Middle East conference

The Class of 1987 has the
greatest competition for election
with four students vying lor
president, five for vice president
and three for treasurer.
Kip Dee Kuntz '85, a member
of the UA Election Commi-s on,
blamed the lack of presidential
candidates on a lack of interest
and pressure from Tech editorials.
"This year The Tech has been
attacking the GA on practically
every issue," he said. "The UA
president is becoming a public
scapegoat for the rest ot the inefficiencies of student government.

Tech photo by Simson L. Garfinkel

Contributing Editor V. Michael Bove ( processes front
page of this issue of The Tech, which was laid out on
the Tech Electronic Newsroom computer system and
phototypeset in one piece on a digital cathode-raytube typesetter. This is believed to be the first time
any college newspaper has attempted full-page photocomposition.
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Zionists protest conference
ce,' all of which imply that both
sides of the issue will be addressed.
"We ... have a responsibility
to expose such 'conferences' for
what they are: anti-Israel rallies."
Browning said the conference
was "directed at groups that do
peace work." Those who attended
,,represent a broad spectrum of
people who want to learn more
about the situation in the Middle
East."

"would probably be Zionists." By
(Continuedfrom page 1)
effect, he said, this "keeps one
ing "black people."
Kampf confirmed making view point out of the discussion."
those remarks, but said he meant
Browning said, "There is a
lack of knowledge of what's gothem as a joke.
A. Paul Cravedi, a volunteer ing on because we get very biased
for the American Friends Service information in this county beCommittee, one of the groups cause the administration has
present at the conference, said, more or less defined the informa"All points of view are being re- tion available. This makes it impresented and discussed. A large possible for certain things to be
proportion of those present are raised for discussion."
representatives of Jewish organiThe students' statement says
zations."
faculty members have too often
Hillel's Elat disagreed, saying "disguised the anti-Israel nature
that holding a conference on Sat- of their events by giving them
urday, the Jewish sabbath, ex- such titles as 'Teach-in' or tocludes religious Jews, who day's 'The Middle East ConferenTech photo by Henry Wu

David M. Libby '85, former floor leader of the UA
General
Assembly, is running unopposed for the position of Undergraduate Association President.

Sturdents seek election
(Continluled ftomn page 1)
now publicity chairperson, is runOffice of the Dean for Student ning for treasurer; Hannah E.
Affairs, Kuntz said. "It's just not Bond is running for publicity
something we wanted to fiddle
chairperson; and the team of
with."
D'Juanna White and Alka Jain is
The commission reserved space running for two social chairperfor four drop posters in Lobby 7 son spots.
from the Technology Community
The Class of 1987 presidential
Association, expecting a better
ballot includes Steven L. Geiger,
showving of presidential candi- Grace W. Veng, Ke in R. Foote,
dates, Kuntz said. The cornmis- and Todd C. Malone. Five stusion \will now use those spots to dents - Thomas E. Abell, Janet
advertise the election.
C. Desaulniers, Thonmas R. Hoffnan, Brvan Mose, and Stephen
Candidates met Saturda%
Members of the Election Com- J. Thome - are competirg for
mission met with the candidates vice president.
Paul G. Shepard, K~erry O'Saturday to discuss plans for
Neill,
and Timothy Jones will apelection forums. The single presi'pear
on
lhe ballot for treasurer.
dential Forum, scheduled for
Randi L. Rubin is trying for pubMarch 8, will lilelv be changed
licity-newsletter chairperson, and
to include class officers, KIuntz
the team of David Brown and Kesaid.
vin Murphy will try to become
In Class of 1984 elections,
social
chairpersons. No one is
Diane M. Peterson, now vice
president, seeks to head the class running for secretary.
for the next five years. Michael
D. Battat is running tor vice
president, and Lisa C. Tenej
seeks the office of' treasurer.
Henri J. Meerman and Peter Tu
are competing tor secretary, and
tlhe ballots for two member-atlarge spots will be lett blank.
George Ailen is running for social chairperson of the Class ot
1985, but class secretary, treasurer, and publicity-newsletter positions are vacant.
In elections ior the Class of'
1986, Sharon A. Israel, who lost
a bid lor vice president last year,
will try again; Toi A. Beveridge,

Gray, in 1982, blamed "the decision of the government to pull
back from student aid and [the
Institute's intention] to pay particular attention to faculty salaries" for an increase to 58700.
Gray, in 1981, said the major
reason for an increase from
$6200 to $7400 was the need to
raise the salaries of assistant professors.
Stuart H. Cowen, vice president for financial operations in
1980, said that inflation, energy
I

e

The conference was "not for
the general public," Kampf said.
An invitation and payment of a
fee was required to attend.

C

.

costs, increasing salaries, fundraising difficulties and renovations contributed to a 17 percent
increase.
The tuition increase in 1979,
from $4700 to $5300, was said to
be the result of an estimated
$280,000 budget deficit for fiscal
year 1979.
Simonides, remarking on a
17.5 percent increase in 1978,
warned: "As long as inflation
continues, we cannot see any
possibility of not having yearly
increases."
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The Board of directors of the Harvard Cooperative Society
has 23 members, 11 of whom are students from M.l;T. and
Harvard, 11 are members of the faculty and staff or alumni
of M.!.T. and Harvard and one is the General Manager of
the Society.

The following persons have been nominated
Stockholders of the Society to serve as Student by theI1
Directors
during the 1984-1985 school year.

HARVARD AND RADCLIFFE COLLEGE STUDENTS
Brian Bellew '85
William R. Claps '85
Timothy J. Keating '85
Carol orenstein '85

HARVARD GRADUATE STUDENTS
Karlo J. Duvnjak '85
Fredrick T. Smith '85
Lee Weeks '85

M.l.T. UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
Jeremy E. Verba '86
Karen B. Wohl '86

M.I.T. GRADUATE STUDENTS
Mnartin Fuchs '85
Anil Mansharamani '85

Meet with Siemens representatives
on campus

PROCEEDURES FOR ADDITIONAL
NOMINATIONS FOR STUDENT DIRECTORS
Additional nominations for student directors may be made
by petition by at least one hundred (100) student members
and filed with the Clerk of the Society (by leaving the
petition at the General Manager's office in the Harvard
Square store) not later than 5 p.m. March 19, 1984
Ballots will be distributed in April to all student members for
the purpose of electing eleven from the whole list of
nominees. If you are interested in becoming a petition
nominee you should promptly acquire petition forms and
instructions from the caehier's office in any of the Coop
stores-. Remember that completed petitions cannot be

Thursday, M\arch 8thI
Options include technical sales, service or product support, R&D, and business administration.
Prerequisites include BS or MS in Biomedical or
Electrical Engineering, Computer Science or
Engineering Physics.
To explore the possibilities of a Siemens future,
see the Placement Office to schedule an interview. If you are unable to arrange an interview,
forward your resume to:
Lauren Mason

accepted after 5 p.m. March 19, 1984.
_

Siemens Medical Systems, Inc.
186 Wood Avenue South
Iselin, New Jersey 08830

I

An equal opportunity employer mlflh
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SIEMPENS

We offer entry level engineers excellent opportunities to become fully qualified experts in advanced systems, targeted for the future. How?
Through a year-long development program, not in
classrooms, but side by side with our best people,
rotating assignments to give you a full view of the
field and to show us both just where you'd fit best.

F
E

L

BAKER HOUJSE MASTER SUITE LOUNGE

Siemens holds a leadershjp position in the
development of such sophisticated diagnostic
systemns as CAT scanners and is in the forefront of
NMR technology.

e

February 24, 1984

THURSDAYS o 7:50- 9-00PM

Talk to a wsrld leader
in medical electronics.
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(Continuedfromn page 1)
for all expenses in the Reserve
Officers Training Corps program;
0 MIT continue "need-blind"
admissions;
o the Institute investigate new
methods of financial aid;
0 the Student Financial Aid
Office not reduce financial aid
awards by the full amount of
scholarships received;
o a budget advisory committee, including students and faculty members, be established; and
e Corporation meetings be
open to all members of the MIT
community.
A similar committee last year
organized a march to Gray's
house.
Tuition has more than doubled
in the last six years, as a result of
annual increases blamed on a variety of reasons by members of
the M~IT administration.
Simonides, in 1983, blamed an
increase of 10.3 percent on rising
faculty salaries and a flow of students to engineering.
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Group opposes new tuition
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VVorld
Navy ships shell Lebanon - US Navy ships fired on Syrian and
Druze forces in the mountains east of Beirut Saturday. Lebanese army
officials said the Americans were responding to shelling from the
mountains. Meanwhile, 1000 US Marines completed the final phase of
their withdrawal from the Beirut airport to ships off the Lebanese
coast. About 150 Marines are remaining at the US Embassy as
guards.
Persian Gulf war heats up - Fighting in the 31/2-year-old border
war between Iran and Iraq grew fierce again this weekend. Both sides
claimed to have repelled enemy assaults and to have killed thousands
of opposing troops.

Nlation
New Hampshire primary today - The Democratic party will
hold the first primary of the 1984 presidential election today in New
Hampshire. A poll of 500 New Hampshire Democrats last week by
WBZ-TV showed support for former Vice President Walter Mondale
at 32 percent, Sens. John Glenn (D-Ohio) and Gary Hart (D-Colo.)
tied at 15 percent, the Rev. Jesse Jackson at 8 percent, Sen. Alan
Cranston (D-Cal.) at 4 percent, former South Dakota Sen. George
McGovern at 3 percent, Sen. Ernest Hollings (D-S.C.) at 2 percent,
and former Governor of Florida Reubin Askew at 1 percent.
Jackson faces questions about anti-Semitism - The Rev.
Jesse Jackson, a candidate for the Democratic presidential nomination, is once again involved in a controversy over allegations of antiSemitism. Jackson was accused in Wednesday's Washington Post report of calling Jews ""Hymies" and New York City "Hrymietown" in a
conversation with a Post reporter. Jackson first had said he could not
recall making the statements, and deplored "media fascination" with
the issue, but yesterday he admitted he made the remarks in a private
converstion which was overheard by the reporter.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
FOR TODAY AND TOMORROW

More than a manager, more than an advisor, more than a
teacher and a challenging game partner, the TI-99/4A Is a
resource for success. This system offers easy-to-use, top-quality
equipment for the novice and fully expandable program
capabilities for those more familiar with the language. In the
tradition of excellence you've come to expect from a leading
manufacturer of electronic systems, the Tl-99/4A is one of the
most advanced and versatile home computers on the market
today. Includes 16K bytes of Random Access Memory (RAM)
and connects directly to a standard television screen for display
functions. Invest in your future with the TI-9914A and also save
20% on all T/ software in stock.

Local
Amherst College abolishes fraternities - The Amherst College
Board of Trustees announced Saturday that its fraternities will be
abolished next June. The trustees decision followed a five-month study
of allegations of rowdyism and pranks at Amherst's eight fraternities.
The quality of life on campus has "become inadequate," it added.
Seven students staged a hunger strike last week in support of the fraternities, stopping their fast when the board agreed to meet with them
before voting. Eighteen percent of the Amherst student body live in
fraternity houses, while 42 percent belong to fraternities.

Morning stroll a real drag -

Boston police said 18-year-old Andrew A. Fruman hit a man with his car around 3 a.m. near South
Station, and dragged Clougherty to Harvard Square before being
stopped by police. The victim, Bernard Clougherty, was mutilated beyond recognition by the seven-mile ride underneath Fruman's Trans
Am, was identified by his clothing by relatives. Fruman was arraigned
yesterday for killing Clouherty and for possessing dangerous weapons:
martial arts sticks and a double-edged knife.

birsgbWd8

Available at Harvard Square, M I T. Student Center, Children's Medical Center and One Federal St ,
Boston Harvard Square open Mon -Sat 9:20 to 5.45. except Thurs. till 830 pm Coop Charge.
Mastercard, Visa and Amencan Express welcome.

VWeather

FREE ONE HOUR PARKING In Harvard Square, daily at Church St. lot; Sat only at Gulf station (1201
Mass. Ave.) with $5 minimum purchase at the CooD. For validation, present saies receipt at Coop
Cashier's desk, third floor, Main Store. Call toll free: 1-800-792-5170 within Mass , 1-800-343-5570

Yuck-o, yuck-o - One inch of snow in the city is expected to turn
to rain tonight. High temperatures from 36 to 40 today - holding
steady tonight. Temperatures around 40 tomorrow with rain and snow
continuing.
Janice M. Eisen
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P-zz-leds by Today9s
Job Aiarklet?

Everybody's
Irish...

Let COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Help You End a Solution.

on Saturday, March
17, so celebrate by

sending Hallmark St.
Patrick's Day cards!

- We are Engineers and Computer Scientists ourselves.
- We stay in touch with Engineering and Research Directors.
- We are expert at Client/Company interface.
Positions available in New England and the West Coast include:

I

* Crommunications/Networks

*
*
*
*

* Signal Processing
* Navigation and Guidance
* Engineering Management
* Computer Architecture
* Test Engineering

Operating Systems
CAD/CAM
Compilers/lnterpreters
M~ini/Micrs Implementations

Contact: Ron Stearn [61 7] 2464444
(617] 547-1143 (after six]
or submit resume to:
Comp uter Science and Engineerirng
15 Lakeside Office Park
Wakefield, Massachusetts 01 8E80

Kendall Drugs
KENDALL SQUARE
CAMBRIDGE 492-7790

Clent compantes assume all fees

i) 1983 Hallmark Cards, Inc.
i
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Editorial

Letter to the President
Dear Dr. Gray,
As you know, the annual announcement of next year's tuition is one of the
most important events in any spring at MIT. This year is no different, and most
of the 4500 undergraduates are waiting with baited breath for your decision on
our bill for next year. We hope you show wisdom in your decision.
In recent years, the tuition has consistently risen faster than inflation. We
realize that the tuition level is established after complex analysis of MIT's overall income and commitments, so it would be foolish for us to expect you always
to keep tuition increases within the bounds of the inflation rate. But you have
to look at it from our side, too. Increases in tuition are understandable, but
when those increases are very large year after year, it becomes difficult both to
accept and to pay.
The cost of education is already out of reach for a lot of people. Continued
increases could put MIT out of the reach for a lot more of us. Wole really hope
that does not happen, Dr. Gray. Again, an MIT education is invaluable; it
should not be unaffordable.
Nationwide, the average increase in private college tuition between 1980-81
and 1982-83 was 15 percent while MIT's tuition increased by over 24 percent.
MIT's tuition is already the highest in the United States; there's no reason Bwe
should have to boost our lead. MIT may be superior to most colleges in quality
of education, but that does not mean it has to be superior in tuition rate increases.
There is also the issue offinancial aid policy. Most of the undergraduates are
nowe on some form offinancial aid, and when you consider next year's tuition,
you must also think about financial aid policy. Everyone knows someone on
financial aid who owns an expensive stereo as well as someone not on aid who
works many hours a week to get by. Obviously, most students are not cheating
the Institute, but a more careful consideration of the requirements for aid
would make the system fairer.
In the past few years, tuition has gone up faster than the equity level. This
means students from higher income families are shouldering an ever-increasing
proportion of the tuition burden, compared to students from lower income
households. You should consider whether this trend is appropriate and if it
should continue. In any event, both tuition -and equity level should not increase
at a inordinate rate.
Whatever the final decision on tuition and financial aid turns out to be, we
hope you make your decision in the context of the tuition trend over the past
decade. Tuition rate increases have surpassed the inflation rate in each of the
past ten years. For the 1982-83 year, tuition was up over 17 percent while the
inflation was less than 5 percent in 1982.
MIT's booklet "Financial Aid for Undergraduates at MIT," states "If MIT
cannot meet the demonstrated and reasonable financial need of its students,
regardless of financial need of its students, and cannot offer a level of financial
assistance which is comparable to that at other leading universities, the exceptional strengths of the student body may be threatened." We hope these words
are not mere rhetoric, but that the basic philosophy reflected by this statement
will be reflected in next year's tuition level and financial aid policy.
_, B
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Editorials

Inequity runs on time
nt
tud e Center
in the S
The Student Center Committtee has once again usurped the authority of yet
another student government group. Its decision to allocate $20,000 to finance
an appearance by The Go-Go's during Spring Weekend intrudes into the purview of the MIT Social Council and the Undergraduate Association General
Assembly.
The- issue is not one of whether The Go-Go's are a good band for Spring
Weekend, nor of whether there should be a spring concert at all, but of who
may distribute student resources. The members of the Student Center Committee are not elected by the students and are not in practice responsible to the
General Assembly. The committee is turning the Julius A. Stratton '23 Student
Center into a private fiefdom. During January it unilaterally reallocated student
activity space without the requisite approval of the Association of Student Activities or the General Assembly.
The committee has control of two monopolies in the Student Center- a
coffee house and game room - ostensibly to finance improvements and activities in the Student Center. A Go-Go's concert is neither.
Former committee Chairman John Mark Johnston '84 defended the expenditure: "If someone suggests a constructive way to spend $90,000 a year in the
Student Center, I'd be more than glad to do it. But if our committee can improve the entire social life at MIT, then we will be helping ourselves because we
will have a better community spirit."
Community spirit is a good thing. The Student Center Committee, however,
is not the proper forum for determining the best way to achieve that spirit. That
job belongs to the General Assembly. The committee collects and disburses
money from its monopolies. That job, too, belongs to the General Assembly.
The assembly has the only just authority over student resources.
Proponents argue that Undergraduate Association President Michael P. Witt
'84 and the General Assembly are impotent- at least the Student Center Committee gets something done. These assertions are true. Likewise, Benito Mussolini made the trains run on time in fascist Italy. In both cases, an authority not
responsible to an electorate acheived efficiency at the price of equity.
The General Assembly must exert its authority over the Student Center Committee. The assembly should collect the money from the game room and the
coffee house and then allocate it as the assembly sees fit. The Student Center
Committee should be stripped of its authority and made no more than an arm
of the General Assembly- the only acceptable representative of the students.

Time has Wittied away
for government reforms
Time has run out for Undergraduate Association President Michael P. Witt
'84, who after much prodding has finally seenfit to propose changes to the UA
General Assembly constitution. The proposals, however,came afterthe Feb. 24
deadline for referendums and take the form of suggestions rather than ammendments, rendering them effectively useless.
OnFeb. 16, Witt outlinedthe creation of three governmental bodies: a council to replacethe General Assembly and assume the budgetary, legislative and
representative powers of the Undergraduate Association; a joint committee to
discussissues involving graduate and undergraduate students; and a council of
student representatives to advise the UA Council andthe UA president.
Former UA President Chuck Markham '83 recently proposed a non-binding
referendum whichwould have asked voters to choose among three alternatives
for selecting General Committee chairmen: presidential appointment, GA approval, and spring elections. It is unfortunate, even predictable, that Markham
was not present at the meeting to back his proposal. The General Assembly
unanimously rejected it, foolishly preventing the students from expressing their
preferences on a issue the assembly must address.
Witt's offering is a classic case oftoo little,too late. True, he was sidetracked
by thie outbreak of the employee benefits issue in November,but his administration's lack of results still prevails - symbolic o}'the hollow silence beneath the
surface of student government promises.
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Robert E. Malchman

Letter from the editor
Editor's note: This columnn was
sent as a letter to the editor of
The Harvard Crimson's magazine, What Is To Be Done and to
the editor of The Wellesley News.
To the Editor:
The article titled "Some Like It
Hot: Spending a Year at Wellesley" appearing in the Feb. 23-29
issue of What Is To Be Done is
an excellent example of biased,
self-serving journalism masquerading as a feature. I am offended
both as a malt resident at Wellesley College for the 1983-84 academnic year, and as editor in chief
of The Tech, MIT's oldest and
largest campus newspaper.
John D. Solomon, the editor
of the magazine and author of
the article, purports to describe
the life of a male "coed" at
Wellesley as experienced by
Chuck Mathers, a visiting junior
from Bowdoin College. Instead,
Solomon exploits Mathers as a
vehicle for the editor's preconceived notions of a women's college, degrading the college,
Mathers, himself, and his magazine in the process.
One need not look further than
the headline for a demonstration
of Editor Solomon's bias. Who
are the "some" who like it
"hot?" They are never revealed.
In any event, Wellesley is neither
rich in thermal radiation nor
does it have any association with
the Billy Wilder movie. Why
then, would those "some" be
drawn to the college?
The ubiquitous, unnamed
"some" strike again in the cap-

-----------;--------

-.---

tion of a photograph of the college's entrance sign. "Some say it's
heaven on earth," the caption
states. Editor Solomon should
learn how to attribute what he
writes, lest someone believe he is
manufacturing a bogus authority
to lend credence to his views.
A caption to a photograph of
Mathers declares him "The Most
Happy Fella." It is unclear how
Editor Solomon arrived at this
assessment. Mathers is quoted as
being "very happy" at Wellesley,
but then I am happy, too. Wellesley has afforded me a great opportunily to learn in a new environment and to meet different
people - not different reproductive organs.
It would be interesting to know
how Editor Solomon quantifies
happiness to determine who is
"The Most Happy." He did not
consult me as to the extent of my
happiness, which may or may not
be greater than Mathers'.
Specific examples of bias in the
body of the story are legion, too
numerous to mention here. I
would be happy, however, to provide on request a more complete
content analysis as well as a lesson in journalistic ethics for Editor Solomon.
Student publications have a
difficult-enough time achieving
and maintaining credibility.
Slanted stories like Solomon's
have a deleterious effect on that
credibility. If Solomon wanted to
write a column characterizing
Uellesley as a playground for
men, he should have had the

--.-

~.·

courage to say he was presenting
his own opinion.
What Is To Be Done? rhetorizes the magazine's flag. How
about starting with responsible
journalism?

Editorials, marked as such and printed in a distinctive for, mat, represent the official opinion of The Tech. They are written
by the Editorial Board, which consists of the chairman, editor
in chief, managing editor, executive editor, and news editors.
Columns are usually written by members of The Tech sstaff
and represent the opinion of the author, and not necessaarily
that of the newspaper.
Letters to the Editor are written by members of the MIT caemmunity and represent the opinion of the writer.

Column/Joseph J. Romm

Better Living Through Che-nistry
Fifth in a Series.
My responses to the three
questions that I am most commonly asked are 1) I am trying to
convince freshman not to worsen
the Course VI problem; 2) the
names have been changed to confuse the innocent, confound the
guilty, and annoy the hell out of
everyone else; and 3) I'm sorry
but I don't have my watch with
rne.
i am being especially analytical
today because my topics are
Courses V and X, Chemistry and
Chemical Engineering, respectively. Let me say right off that
although I might be trying to
make a poignant contrast between these two utterly differrent
departments by synthesizing them
into one column, it is just as likely that I do not have enough
marginally amusing material for
two separate columns.
Let me start with Course VChemistry. At last, a pure science, and with it the two main
benefits of studying a science at
MIT: 1) The chance to gain tremendous insight into the workings of the universe; and 2) an

.
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amazingly small number of departmental

requirements.

You

can satisfy all of you chemistry
degree requirements together
with the Science Distribution and
Lab requirements with a mere ten
departmental courses, figuratively
dozens ot terms before your
Course VI friends (and enemies).
Now to see if you can be a
good chemist. If you look up
"Good Chemistry Student" in
your Funk and Wagnall's quasiabridged pseudo-non-sexist dictionary, it says, 'a person who,
after a bad chemistry student
spills lye (sodium hydroxide) on
her, unhesitatingly reaches for
the hydrochloric acid and pours
just the right amount on the lye,
licking off the resulting salt water. See Good Chemistry Student's revenge." Under "Good
Chemistry Students's revenge" it
says "See trinitrotoluene."
Speaking of good chemistry
students, "K" was considerably
overweight before coming to
MET and majoring in Course V.
After taking a few chemistry
courses, he hit upon a revolutionary diet based on the fact that

I,,..,,

since Tab has only one calor e, i1
you drink it icy cold, vou ,\ill actually lose weight. (Tab is a registered trademark of one of the
world's largest chemical additive
companies.) M~r. K began drinking 200 Tabs a week, and in one
year he had lost 5O pounds and
won a trophy for being the "leas!
annoyingly unattractive Californian" in the 1983 USA quicheeating contest.

Mr. K's principal interest is in
biochemeiistr-y because he want.

to

start his owv n pharimaceutical
company. lie wvants to create a
sugarless sweetener that does not
cause cancer when fed in massive
doses to laboratory rats. You see,
Mr. K is fed up, as it were, with
the taste of Tab. He cannot stand
drinking one Tab, let alone the
10,000 he must consume each
year to keep himself looking like
a real person-person (or he-man,
to my more sexist readers).
More importantly, Mr. K is
disgusted by the current state of
pharmaceutical research, which I
can demonstrate by way of this
column's Least Insignificant Bit
(Please turn to page 6)
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Newly acquired reference library from a Rte. 128 Math Research Lab
now for sale at:

eCurse X toughest at MIT
(Continued from page -J
of Education Learned (LIBEL).
Here is the LIBEL fo Mr. K in
Course V: After coming back
from a chemistry department
symposium, Mr. K said, "Did
you know that Harvard University was just awarded a $100,000
grant from the Food and Drug
Administration to develop a time-released placebo?" Needless
to say, Mr. K was not placated by
my just-making-conversation response that this nation already
had a time-released placebo Ronald Reagan's arms control efforts.
The key to understanding a science at MIT is that the problems
asked in an advanced science
class ale so difficult they can only
be solved if you know the answer
ahead of' time.

For the sake of smooth transition, the key to understanding an
advanced engineering class at
MIT is that although the problems are conceptually easier, the
number of "correct" answers is
limitless and the difficulty lies in
determining which of a variety of
approaches will achieve the optimum answer. Course X, however, is considered by many to be
the most difficult department at
MIT, perhaps because it combines the toughest aspects of
both science and engineering.
In any event, probably the
smartest person I ever knew was
"L" a Course X major who consistently got 50 points above class
average on her Chemical Engineering tests. Ms. "L" was so
smart -that she could solve in a
few minutes Physics I (8.012)

"rattle Book Shop

problems that I and my Course 11
friend, Mr. E, could not solve in
hours, even though she never
took the subject. She was so
smart that no one else on the hall
understood what she was actually
doing her research on, except
that is had something to do with
making vast quantities of energy.
She was so smart it only took her
half an hour to watch 60 Minutes. Sorry about that.
Courses V and X are for applied quantum mechanics, applied chemistry, biochemistry,
biomedical engineering, fuel and
energy engineering, polymer research, or for learning why death
is the state of being in thermal
equilibrium with the dirt, or just
for earning a bet ter living
through chemistry.

542-021 0

9 West St. Downtown Boston - Mastercard/Visa & American Express

We buy & sell fine libraries
----

duty . In fact, presidents of at

least some of the cab companies
still refuse to let their drivers carry guns, and you can always ride
in one of their cabs. But even so,
!ouLr opinion is reasonable, and
,ou are entitled to print it regardlCes.

Somehow, though, your editorial moves Irom gun-carrying
cabbies in Boston to street crime
in Philadelphia. To me, they do
not seem connected, but let us
t'orget about that for a minute.
You argument runs basically like
this: ''Because some of my
iriends have been mugged in the
last four years (when they were
of high school and college age)
but not before then (when they
\xere il elementary school and junior high), Reagan has increased
the crime rate in Philadelphia."
This is the rost half-assed nonsequitur I have ever heard. if you
want to base your opinions on
the experiences of friends, then I
have friends at Haverford College and the University of Pennsylvania who have not noticed
this dramatic rise in Philadephia
crime. But if you want to base
your opinions on facts, the fact is
that the nationwide crime rate
fell 4.2 percent in 1982, a reversal
of the previous trend. (I do not
think the 1983 figures have been
compiled yet.) If you have any
real proof that, as you say, the
crime rate in Philadephia was virtually zero until Reagan was
elected, at which point it shot up
abominably, I would like to see
it. If you do not, you should not
be writing an editorial about it.
Finally, Simson, you take another giant conceptual leap and

start writing about how Reagan
is going to blow us all off the
face of the earth and how we
have to vote him out of office in
November to ensure the continued existence of humanity. I am
not going to argue with you
about this, because it would take
more than a letter, and because
everyone has a closed mind on
the subject anyway. I do have to
wonder, though, how nuclear
war came into an essay that was
ostensibly about gun-toting cabbies in Boston. Or maybe it was
about crime in Philadephia. Or
maybe it was about nuclear war
all along, and the first two-thirds
of it was just some unrelated
"lead-in." Or maybe a typesetter
at The Tech was cramped for
space and spliced together three
of your editorials, figuring nobody would notice. You tell me.
Simson, when you are writing
an editorial, it should be on a
well-focused topic, not just a
random attack on anything that
happens to cross your mind. You
should research the topic so you
know what you are writing
about. If doing these things is
too much work for you, then I
wish The Tech would fill your
space next time with record,
movie, or restaurant reviews something we can use. If none of
these are available, I would rather just see another Budweiser ad
or a blank page- I hope Berke
Breathed names the rabbit after

-
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CIRCLE THE WORLD
30 college/university students, drawn from
across the United States, will circle the world
from September 1984 to May 1985, living and
studying in ENGLAND,- FRANCE, SPAIN,
ITALY, EGYPT, ISRAEL, INDIA, NEPAL,
THAILAND, CHINA, and JAPAN. Accornpanied by internationally known senior professors, the selected students will live with farnilies and carry a full course load as they
explore the impact of religion and ethnic identity upon societies in Europe, the Middle
East, and Asia.

Write on well focused topic
To the Editor:
Actually, this is not really a
letter to the editor, but rather to
The Tech's main editorial writer,
Simson L. Garfinkel. Simson, I
sat patiently through your inane
"Five-Part Series on Education,"
because I figured after Part Five
was printed, that would be it. No
more Sirnson L. Garfinkel editorials. Unfortunately, I was
wrong, and your latest editorial,
"Gun Mentality Bad" [Feb. 241,
beats even your previous ones for
ridiculousness.
You start off by haranguing
aginst the recent decision allowing Boston cab drivers to carry
guns. Your Stance is reasonable;
I would not want my little sister
to ride with '"a smelly, slimy, ci,gar-smoking. gun-slinging cabby" either. (I hope no cab drivers
read The Tech, Simson - for
your sake.) You were not very
lair about describing the true situation, though; just because cabbies can cai ry guns does not
mean the!, are going to flood the
gun shops, even if some of their
fellow drivers have been shot on

-_

you, Simson.
Rick Register '84
Editor's note: "Editorials,"marked as such, represent the official opinion of The Tech and
are written by the editorial
board, consisting of the editor in
chief, the chairman, the managing editor, the news editors and
the opinion editor. Garfinkel's
piece was a signed "column," expressing his own oplnion.

The International Honors Program seeks
mature , motivated candidates who are prepared for a fulfilling academic experience. For
further information and an application, please
call Marshall Strauss at 491-3120.
INTERNATIONAL HONORS PROGRAM
Suite 307-96
1430 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge MA 02138
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to do with the Tech article. It is
addressed to you freshmen and
women who have approached
me, concerned about tuition but
afraid of the "consequences" of
getting involved. Maybe our flyer
carried the "1984" analogy too
far. Assembly and protest are
protected means of expression. If
you participate, you will not
blacklisted. You will not be expelled. You will not placed in
"Room W20-101."
By protesting, you will be
sending a message to the administration, the MIT Corporation,
and the American people who
watch the demonstration on television that education is becoming
unaffordable for all but the very
rich, and that steps must be taken to reverse the cuts of the Reagan administration. The only
way to combat apathy is to stop
talking about it and get involved.
But do not just come to the tu-

be at least six percent, according
to Director of Finance John A.
Curr-ie. In reality, tuition increases have ranged from 10.3
percent to a staggering 19.5 percent in each of the past five
years.
Third, I act as an interested
student, affected by leaps in tuition yet dismayed by student
-apathy. Because tuition riots are
not among the duties of my class
government office, listin-g that
office in the article serves no purpose but to alienate potential
participants who dislike student
government or create the false
impression that I am organizing
the rally to-win votes. In flact, I
am not even running -for office.
MY final comment has nothin-a
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QUALITY DENTISTRY. . .
JUST DOWN THE STREET
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Explains tuition riot details

To the Editor
Because the tuition riot is intended for everybody to participate, 1 would like to clear up
some illusions that may dissuade
participants.
The first illusion is our fault.
Do not worry, you will not be
rudely awakened at 3 a.m. by
-megaphones in dorm hallways;" David M. Libby '85 misstated our original plans to use
them outdoors. Some dormitories
rightly objected. Since our goal is
to rally students together, not to
alienate them into showering us
with projectiles from the roof of
Baker House, megaphones will
be used sparingly.
Another problem is that last
Friday's Tech article understated
tuition increases. I was quoted in
as saying "tuition increases have
been on the order of six percent." What I actually said was
that the next tuition increase will

The Tech

ition riot. Write your congressmen and join our excursion to
Washington on National Student
Lobby Day, March 26 (the first
day of spring break). Or join the
Ivy Group protest, a simultaneous day of action at the nine
Ivy Group schools (MIT plus the
Ivies). Or participate in the next
student telethon.
And if you can not make tirne
for all these suggestions, join the
riot. It will be a memorable ex-

perience. Soon you will hear
from us the announcement of tile
demonstration. Then the administration will be hearing from all
of us.
Richard A. Cowan '84
Editor's note: Cowan's position
as "an interest studented" is not
separable from his position as
president of the Class of 1984.
His constituents have a right to
know what issues he chooses to
address.

Malcolm L. Dania, D.D.S.
Richard M. Dana, D.D.S.
Suzanne H. Robothan, 1D.D.S.
634 Massachusetts Ave
Central Square
Car-nbrldge, MA 02139
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"THE BIRTH OFA LUNG GOD:
A PSYCHOANALYTIC APPROACH"-

Tuesday.
February 28
8:00 p.m.
MI.I.T. Student Ctr.
Room 491
84 Mass. Ave.
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Tuesd
February
Summer
Interviews

Representatives of the following IBM
locations will be on campus to interview
students with majors in Engineering,
Computer Science and Math. See
your Placement Office to arrange an
appointment.
• Boulder, CO

Thursday &
writy
March1&2
Permanent

interviews

Burlinlgton\VT
Endicott, NY
Kingston, NY
Poughkeepsie, NY
Raleigh, NC
Rochester, MN
San Jose, CA
C Yorktown, NY

•
•
•
•
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solumnn overlly biased

Garfinkcel s

America's crime problems back
to the president. In perhaps one
of the most innane attempts of
Simson L. Garfinkel's "opinion"
politicizing any and all subjects
[Feb. 241.
Garfinkel has proven exactly how
It is reassuring to know that
biased he is.
of
most
can
trace
Garfinkel
Certainly the president did not
intend to "arm citizen against
citizen .... " and I would find it
hard to believe that Boston Police Cornissioner Joseph M. Jordon consulted the White House
To the Editor:
prior to his decision to allow
Next time you pick up Thze
those cab drivers with permits to
Tec-h, be caretU. It might flanme
carry a weapon.
at you.
Philadephia and its forrler
A r ecent decision by Thle Tech1
Mayor Frank L. Rizzo were not
editorial board allows columnists
set on a Hollywood stage either.
to shoot their mouths oil' at ranThe mayor of a municipality has
dom. It is believed that allotting
far greater control over the evthis sort ol't faming is a wonderfull eryday occurances of its police
expression of First Amendment
department than any Washington
rights.
based governmental agency.
inU
ner-\ you- N ere reading
I1yt'
The threat of nuclear war did
a paper whose wvriter packed an
riot suddenly rear its radioactive
IQ ol' .357, lhow wvould you leel?
head in 1980, long before GarfinI do not know about you, but I
kel was writing his highly opinwould not feel very happy.
ionated and onie sided articles nuJust picture your younger sister clear was a possibility and threat.
coming to v-isit for the weekend.
Remember John F. Kennedy and
She arrives on campus and picks the Cuban missile crisis?
Up TheC Tech. lThere .she finds a
I do not want Garfinkel to besmelly, slimny, knee-jerk, mud- lieve that his sister will probably
slinging column. How do you
take a ride with a "smelly, slimy,
thrik that she is going to teel?
cigar-smoking, gunslinging cabThte Tech's decision is intended
to pr otect free speech, but it re- I
sult~s ha an escalation in foolishness in the halls of MIT. Instead
ot' opening a forurn of discu.sTo the Editor:
I am writing in response to

Criticizes
Garf;inkel

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

se

get action
fast.

'''

JOHN'S BARBNER
SHOP

---1I

16 Prospect Street
Central Square
492-2962

by" either. In actuality most of
HAIIRCUTS
Boston's cab drivers do not fit
any style
into that category. If Garfinkel
Open 7:30AM- 6:OOPM
researched his material before
Closed Wednesdays
"shooting-his-pen-off" (yes, we
and' Sundays
know the pen is a mightier weap-1
on than the sword), he would
I
I LL
have discovered that at Logan
airport in particular, many of the
--cab drivers are former citizens of I
the Soviet Union; and unlike
Garfinkel some of them are both
highly educated, and experienced
with the real world. and its facts
of life.
Garfinkel wrote how there was
a "definite connection" between
I
I~~I
President Ronald W. Reagan and
,
>I
the "cheapening lofo the value of
life ... "; really, what unbiased,
ion
unopinionated, factual proof do
you have?
I ,
-- ~~~~~~~~~~~
o Lm
_
My opinion is that Garfinkel
was bored with a normal introduction to a written attack upon
bC<BR
President Reagan, and failed in
Per day for Chevrolet Chevette
BOSTON
HARVARD SQUARE
an attempt to trick the reader
UNLIMITED FREE MILEAGE
into believing that his written
Confirmed reservation required.
monologue dealt with guns.
Full Line of 1983 Chevrolets
ARE
CENTRAL QSOUP
A challenge I propose to Garfinkel is to both attempt to use
Milea"Nevera
| fb S~r~e V~U!
constructive criticism, and find
Mileage Charge"
tS to
Plus 7 other suburban location '.
. serve
..- you!
. ..
~~-~~~--~~~~RB
~~~~-- -----~~~~~~~~~~- ~~~~~~L-~~~~P~~b·I~~~~~L~~~-·r~~~~l
-- LL -II~~~~~~~~~
something good to write about
President Reagan.
Fred Hillenbrand G
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retaliate
with sarc~asm - ust look at this
.sion, Xvriter.s are likely to

lett er .
OK4, Sinisonl, I wxill be s>traigllt
with you. I agree President Ronaid Reagan's policies are generalIN,poor, but to accuse him of destroying Philadelphia in three
year.s? I do not support armi ng
cabbies (or any other non-iax eriforcernent citizens) either, but my
refusal to accept this action is not
baised on a view of' cabbies, as
,,melly;
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slimny and cigar smokers.
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L ueast comlmoll denomlillator

no place in intcili-

has
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venlt discut.sion_ Fighting llailillg
wsith tlainillg isn't the way to de-
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NSA OFFERS YOSU A
HEAVY-HITTING CAREER OPPORTUNITY
IN THE FOLLOWING DISCIPLINES:

M11O111l
1tllEi 1:

not ces

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING

Ainnouncements
Add D)ate is Frida), March 9,
1984. Last day to add subject to
reiistration. Also last day for juL11io-\ aiid selliorS to clhainge al
electixe to or froni pass-fail grad:ic

*

*

The William L. PBsu Prize il

Mul-

sic, an awvard of' $325, still be
granted to the coolnposer ot a
Brass Fanfare in hontor ot the
anniversary ot MLusic at
co0pa3ition must be 23 minutes in length and muSt be
100th

MIT. The

submitted to
Th1nipson,

Marcus

Prof.

Head ot the Music

Section (I4N-434) by 5:00 pill,
Friday, March 23. For guidelines

MATHEMATICS

THE REWARDS
AT NSA

At NSA you'll discover one

You'll work on diverse

of the largest computer
installations in the world
with almost every major
vendor of computer
equipment represented.
NSA careers provide
mixtures of such disciplines

agency problems applying

NSA offers a salary and
benefit program that's
truly competitive with
private industry. There are
assignments for those who
wish to travel and
abundant good living in the
Baltimore-Washington area
for those who wish to stay
close to home.
Countless cultural,
h1istorical, recreaitional and
educational opportunities
are just minutes away
fromt NSA's convenient
suburban location.

COMPUTER
SCIENCE

There are opportunities in
a variety of research and
development projects
ranging fromn individual
equipments to very
complex interactive
systems involving large
numbers of
microprocessors, minicomputers and computer
graphics. Professional
growth is enhanced
through interoction with
highly experienced NSA
professionals and through
contacts in the industrial
and academic worlds.
Facilities for engineering
analysis and design
automation are among the
best available.

zr

as systems analysis and
design, scientific
applications programming,
data base management
systems, operating
systems, computer
networking/security, and
graphics.

a variety of mathematical
disciplines. Specific
assignments might include
solving communicationsrelated problems,
performing long-range
mathemotical research or
evaluating new techniques
for communications
security.
-

and illfo contact the Music Office
I4N-434,

GO FOR IT ALL

;3210.

To find out more

A prominent
Philp

about NSA career

divorce law ser.

Woodbury,

will

describe

opportunities,

court procdures and resources in
a
lect u re-discussi on entitled
'Dealing

Successfully

with

schedule an interview
through your college

the

Divorce Court and Legal Issues."

placement office. For'

Sponsored by and held at River-

additional information

on the National
Security Agency,
write to National
Security Agency,
Attn: M\322, Fort
George G. Meade,
Maryland 20755.

TFhe

CNational
Security

N_
Fort George G.Mea

Agency
Maryland 20755

An Equal Opportunity Employer, U.S. Citizenship Required.
On Campus Visit Date Mar. 14th

side Family Insitute, 259 Walnut
St., Room 14, Newtonville, at 8
pm. For more info call 964-6933.
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COMPUTER SCIENCE
AND ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING MAJORS
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A REMARKABLE COMPUTER COMPANY with

locations throughout the U S. and Canada. ROLM's breadth and
diversity are apparent In Its expanding divisions:

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

•

designs and manufactures

digital computer-controlled business communication systems
for voice, data and text switching and management

OFFiCE SYSTEMS

•

develops and manufactures office of

the future products

I

ROCO

sells and supports these products through a national
sales and services network.

MIL-SPEC

•

COMPUTER develops. manufactures and

sells ruggedized computer systems

MOVE ON TO THE FREEDOM OF RQLM, where high
value Is placed on personal Intitiative, creativity and rapid Career
movement and where the spacious. award-winning environment was
designed with your personal and professional well-being In mind

We'll be on campus
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To the Editor:
I realize that I am acting a little late and that the party involved was not the brightest, but
I hope you will print my story to
warn the rest and help me too.
A week before finals week last
term, my mom received a letter
offering a box of goodies to send
to your poor suffering MIT son
or daughter. It professed to include healthful nuts and dried
fruits, gum, juice, and candy. It
also included a special offer and
for a couple bucks more, an additional goody was included to
make your child extra-smart. The
letter admitted to not being recI

ognized by MIT but was signed
by "Joan Wilson, '86."
My mom, in her good-nature,
bought the whole thing with the
additional item for smartness.
After sending in a check for over
$13, the box never came.
I asked around and found that
some students here have received
such a box, and some have heard
of this sham. Joan Wilson is not
in the MIT directory. If anyone
can give me any information
about this hoax or has received
one such box and can tell me
how to contact "Joan Wilson,"
it would be greatly appreciated.
Jennifer Hyman '87
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Interested candidates are invited to join us for a RECRUITMENT
PRESENTATION, Wednesday, February 29, from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m.,
Building 4, Room 153. Refreshments will be served.

ily seeking computer science and electrical engineering
candidates with BS and MS degrees New graduates Join

EOR
IPUTER

project teams as Hardware or Software Design Engineers
(working In areas such as digital telephones, data communlcations, local area networks, packet switching, linear predictlve coding of voice, realtime software and relational data
bases), Production Engineers (Introducing the product to the
manufactunng process), or Product Support, Sales or Field

A large oriental electronics distributor recently found itself in an embarrassing financial situation and
was forced to liquidate its enormous inventory of high-powered
microcomputers. Miss Myrna
Byte, of our Montana office, was
able to scoop them up at tremendous savings. Unfortunately, all
were lost in the mail... We are
still able to offer you our NEC ADVANCED PERSONAL COMPUTER at a special post--Valentine's
Day rate, souped up to make your
heart skip a beat: 8086 +8087;
256K RAMI; 640 x 475 pixel resolution + graphics board; 2 megabyte disk storage. $3350.
Call Steve at

CIVIL ENGINEERING

·r

Our environment requires Individuals with a high degree of
iniltative, strong communication skills and demonstrated
leadership abilities For this recruiting season, we are pnmar-

F

Questions enterprise

I

Thursday & Friday
March 1 & 2

Service Engineers (providing customer support) Oualified
candidates who are unable to secure an Interview slot wil be
considered If they submit their resumes via the Engineering
Placement Office
Contact Your Placement Office Now for an
Appointment and Literature.
''~~~~~~
,
Y

I Tuition reimbursement for graduate study. comprehensive
health, dental and life Insurance, profit sharing and stock purchase plan
0

3-month paid sabbatical after 6 continuous years of employment

9

Active housing program for all new hires

Additional Information may be obtained from Shirley McDonell, Recruitment Administrator, Mall Stop 350, ROLM Corporation, 4900 Old Ironsides Dnve, Santa Clara, CA 95050 We are proud to be an equal
opportunity/aflfrmative action employer

GOrOtiEA^

HIBROWS!

t E!cJ,,a
Ir

9 Forest Avenue

iSalem, Mass. 01970

FRPESHMAN OPEN
HOUSE

-

A FEW MORE REMARKABLE FACTS ABOUT ROLM...

CO RPORATION

1-744-7692
I

____j

I

SAVE $400 ON THE
-APPLE He S TAR TER SYSTEMl

Friday, March 2nd 2:00-4:30pm
Bush Room 10-105

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO GET STARTED IN THE FUTURE. .. NOW!
Whether you're a manager,
small business owner,
educator - even a first-time
computer user - you'll find
the lie a valuable resource.
Literally thousands of
programs are availablemore than for any other
computer ever made. The
powerful Apple lie Includes a
64K byte Console, Disc
Drive w/Controlier, Monitor II
and 80 Column Text C r,Come Into the Coop and ace

Refreshments will be available
Come and talk with faculty
and students about programs
in Civil Engineering.
I
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CAREER SEMINAR,

why Apple compLuiers are

the most popular, portable
and versatile systems on the
market today and begin
putting personal computing
power to work for your
future... Now!
Comp. value $1,795

"iA Career as arn Actuary:
Prepcarationas an

Undergraduate"
1),EN IXSW. ,) R I N Gi. S.M.,'1
V~icc President~~ll and Actuar\~ar
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HARVARD
COOPERATIVE
SOCIETY
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Coop Charge, Mastercard, Visa and American Express
welcome. For credit card orders call toll free 1-800-7925170 within Mass., 1-800-343-5570 outside Mass.

4:()0 p.m.
Fe tbrlur l2X9}(.
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Business Manager Volume 104
Advertising Manager Volume 103
Night Editor Volume 01
Production Staff
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Tech photo by Simson L. Garfinkel

"The Tech as a student activity is a
place to meet people, make friends,
seek diversion from academic - life,
and work with peers toward common
goals. The Tech as a newspaper is a

"I was an editor of my high school
paper. Upon my arrival at MIIT three
and a half years ago, I contacted The
Tech and expressed an interest in
learning a different aspect of newspaper publication: production. As advertising manager and business manager, I have been involved in a third,
but equally important, side of newspaper operations. The business office
sells advertising, circulates the paper,
manages accounts, controls all expenditures and arranges financing for
purchases of equipment, like our new
electronic newsroom and typesetting

I

I

place to learn about journalism, lay-

o-ut, graphic arts and the many other
operational aspects of publication.
The business office has provided me
with extraordinary opportunities to
acquire financial and managerial experience which will be highly useful
to me in pursuit of a career in corporate management.

facilities.

4

Stop by anytime and I'll be

happy to show you
out a newspaper.
!
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Milk and Honey, John Lennon and Yoko
Ono on Polydor Records.
Heart Play - unfinished dialogue, John
Lennon and Yoko Ono on Polydor Records.
The release of Milk and Honey, the latest (and ultimately final) album by John
Lennon and Yoko Ono, comes after two
interesting solo albums by Ono, and more
than three years after Double Fantasy, the
duo's last album together before Lennon's
murder in December 1980.
Milk and Honey features six previously
unreleased songs by John Lennon, originally meant only -as demos which the two
expected to polish further before making
them commercially available. These songs
reaffirm Lennon's Double Fantasy identity
as rehabilitated rock star, while at the
same time cement his commitment to his
artistry. Each of his songs contains a solid
musical core supported by insightful and
humorous lyrics, a wonderful technique
Lennon had perfected both with the Beatles and as a solo artist.
The music written by Lennon on this album ranges from standard rock'n'roll
songs, such as "I'm Stepping Out" and
"Grow Old With Me," to the LennonBowie period influences evident on "My
Little Flower Princess."
Using sharp vocals reminiscient of earlier days, Lennon presents his dilemma of
being a 40-year-old rock star and househusband. This dichotomy is evident in
"I'm Stepping Out" as he sings about his
decision to re-enter mainstream society
after five years of life centered around his
family and away from the public eye:
Baby's sleeping,
The cats have all been blessed.
Ain't nothing doing on TV
Put on my space suit,
I got to look my best.
I'm going out to do the city,
I'm stepping out.

it
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Lennon's songs also touch on his love
for wife Yoko Ono; "Grow Old With Me"
and "My Little Flower Princess" are dedicated to her. The first of these was meant

to be one of the two central works on
Double Fantasy, but was not completed in
time to be included on that album. As a
result, the song seems incomplete and

rushed. This should be kept within the
context that much of the album was originally never intended for release in the
form that it appears.
Lennon is at his best on side one, which
is not at all surprising; this had been the
case on virtually all of his solo albums.
However, the side's real surprise is Ono's
emergence as a serious musician. "Don't
Be Scared" is among her best efforts as a
songwriter. She utilizes beautiful harmonies intertwined with reggae licks to produce a very catchy tune. Ono's musical
maturity and Lennon's ability to churn out
inspired songs combine to produce the almost flawless selection of six songs which
comprise side one.
This feeling, however, does not continue
onto the album's second side. Side two has
the same rough-edged feeling as "Grow
Old -With Me." As a result, the album
struggles to maintain any sense of cohesiveness through to its conclusion. In fact,
Milk and Hon ev's only major flaw is the
inconsistent songwriting on side two. This
alone does not spoil John Lennon's last
appearance on record. The myth remains
intact.
A companion recording has been rcleased in conjunction with this album:
Heart Plav features conversations with
and between Lennon and Ono. This record reveals Lennon's opinions on subjects
ranging from the Beatles to his psychology
behind the making of Double Fant'asv. The
angry, analytic and humorous John Lennon is captured on this album - an album
recommended for those genuinely interested in John and Yoko's lives together.
Louie Rios
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Christian Death at the Rathskellar, Thursday, Feb. 16.
This is one helluva strange band. Not so
much because of its music, which still deviates from accepted norms, but because of
the image it projects. Christian Death's
songs deal very heavily with the occult,
and are particularly laden with references
to Satanism.
Whether the individual band members
are actually devotees of religion's dark side
or are only using it as a schtick is not
completely clear. Christian Death has been
shrouded in mystery since its early days in
Los Angeles a few years back. It emerged
as a pioneer of the "horror rock" movement, a fad which has seen its heyday but
still maintains a large following.
This particular brand of music cultivated a coterie befitting it - fans often
dressed in black flowing capes with ghoulish makeup and fake bloodstains. Sometimes it looked like a cheap remake of a
-

-,

bad horror movie. Hardcore punks
shunned these bands, even though they
came from the same generation of alternative music, for two reasons: the fashion
aspect, and the relatively slow grinding
beat.
Although more or less loosely associated
with the punk movement, Christian Death
leans more toward classic heavy metal stylings. There is a much stronger beat than is
normally present in most metal-oriented
bands, though much of the music is quite
danceable, some of it actually beautiful.
Not since Black Sabbath's first album
has a rock group induced the haunting aural illusions of deviltry which are so bewitching on Christian Death's lone record
to date, 1982's Only Theatre of Pain. Both
bands' uses of dynamics to express the
emotion and intensity present in the music
worked far better than the typical megadecibel barrage one usually encounters.
What sets Christian Death apart is that

_s

-

.1

many of their songs are simply beautiful
- nay, gorgeous. "Romeo's Distress"
from the album could, if released on a
major label instead of tiny independent
Frontier Records, have become a hit. It
has a great guitar hook, was exceedingly
well produced, and you can dance to it. It
even has a nice fadeout where Casey Kasem could have said, "And that's Christian
Death moving up three notches this week."
Alas, it was never to be. "Romeo's Distress" uses racial epithets and refers to
cross burning right in the first line - a
definite barrier to extensive commercial radio airplay. The song's message is antiKKK, though:
Dance in your white sheet glory,
Dance in your passion.
Your days are numbered
With love in your eyes.
Love?
Christian Death displayed at the Rat a
slightly different lineup from the musicians
who recorded the album. Vocalist Rozz
Williams and guitarist Rikk Agnew, who
wrote virtually all the group's songs, remain; the rhythm -section was replaced,
and a keyboard player added to facilitate
performing live.
The band did break up last year, with
Agnew recording a solo album and continuing his work with other musicians. His
reunion with Rozz signifies more a desire
to cash in on the group's limited success
than any artistic instincts - no new album
is in the works at the moment.
Rozz is a captivating singer who also
claims to be a transsexual. Since no medical procedures have been performed, Rozz
is still a he - even though his outfit that
night would have better suited the title
character of lisa, She- Wolf of the S. S.
His voice is outstanding, but not in a
traditional sense. It has a hoarse yet tuneful urgency, which easily sliced through
Agnew's sometimes piercing yet tuneful
guitar screeching and the too-loud pounding of bass and drums. Rozz's singing is
both soulful and pithy, occasionally de-scending into a low growl - the envy of
The Exorcist's Mercedes McCambridge,
the voice of posessed Linda Blair.
Christian Death's musicianship was
more than a trifle sloppy, although this
could be explained away by the band's
trouble-wracked journey into town.
Equipment problems also plagued the
show, which had to be stopped more than
once. Even so, the band came close to

I

completely overcoming their difficulties for
most of the evening.
The group performed a few new songs,
or at least ones not included on the album,
but the show's highlights came from that
record. One was the aforementioned "Romeo's Distress;" another was "Mysterium
Inquitatis," which has undergone extensive
revision. I like the album version better,
but it must be hard to sing lines like
"Sevlesmeth pleh ohw esoht spleh dog"
(read backwards) and "Ahis zyxur li peru
resh" (don't try).
The album also used a lot of backward
masking, looked upon as a satanic influence by many, in addition to such blatantly demonic-oriented lyrics as:
Number the bodies in the
mortal world
Spreading disease.
Nodding acquaintances to be sure,
Making "him" a household word.
Whether Christian Death espouses these
beliefs is unclear. The issue apparently
caused a great deal of friction among the
band's original members and precipitated
the original breakup. The show ended suddenly after little more than a half hour
when Rozz picked up a young woman
standing up front and whisked her away
backstage.
At least now I know this actually does
happen. At any rate, Christian Death is
quite good and quite weird. Os ylemertxe.
Oops, what could have gotten into me?
Drew Blakeman
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Tech Photo by Jim Butler

Arye Gittelman '83 attempts a shot during the World Pairs Tiddlywinks Championship
held February 18-19 at MIT. Arye and Larry Kahn '75 defeated Charles Frankston '84
and Joe Sachs '77 by a score of 29-13.
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· Rentals
Typewriters
Manual
and
,
Electric,
Electronic,
New and Used ·Quality Ribbons

Repairs ·Sales
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TRS-80 FOR SALE REAL CHEAP!

I

Due to changes in present equipment, Charles

River Publishing has for sale one Radio Shack
Model 1. Includes one expansion interface, 3
Shugart 5 / " floppy disk drives, 48K RAM, and
one Radio Shack monitor. Price: $750 or best
offer. Contact Chuck or Richard at 354-1113. Can
be seen at Charles River Publishing, 45

547-2720
547-1-298

Landsdowne Street, Cambridge.
----
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NUMBER I EUROPEAN
MA N UFAC TURER IN THE
UNI TED S TA TES IN 1983
NUMBER 1 IN EUROPE F 'OR ATHE
FOURTH CONSECUTI VE I YE :AR
WITH 214,000 EMPLOYEES, A
TURNOVER OF ABOUT 109 BILLIONS
FRANCS, A NETWORK OF 1 9,700 SALES
OUTLETS, MORE THAN' 200 SUBSIDIARY
COMPANIES IN THE WORLD AND ASSEMBLY
PLANTS LOCATED IN 24 COUNTRIES.
THROUGH THE WORLD, RENAULT IS THE
LEADING AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURER IN
FRANCE, AND THE SIXTH LARGEST IN THE
WORLD.
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RENAULT RECR-U ITS
WHO IS
RENAULT
WE ARE-

90 Mt. Auburn St.
At Harvard Square
Cambridge, MA 02138

FOR

PARIS
WHO ARE
9 gg

RECRU IT-ING?
JOBS ARE AVAILABLE FOR
ENGINEERS (MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL,
INFORMATION SYSTEMS) AS WELL AS
MBA'S WITH TECHNICAL UNDERGRADUATE
DEGREES. FRENCH IS HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED.
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED, CHECK
YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR OUR
INTERVIEWING DATES AND SIGN UP AS
SOON AS POSSIBLE. YOU CAN ALSO
WRITE:
RElNAULT
Ms. Hadia LEFAVRE
International Human Resource Manager
12, Place Bir-Hakeim
92100 BOULOGNE BI LLANCOURT

FRANCE
RENAULT IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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A career with HARRIS/GSSD means professional
growth within one of the most advanced environments
in the industry. On a personal level, IARRIS/GSSD is
proud to offer p'rofessionals a positive, active, and
supportive environment where individual potential is
fully realized in a "team" approach.
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If you are unable to meet with us,-we invite graduating
professionals in the above disciplines to forward resumes to:

;S

HARRIS Corporation
Government Support Systems Division
College Relations Office
6801 Jericho Turnpike
Syosset, New York 11791
516-364-0400
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Feature
interdisciplinary fields to write an
article. Most of them were people
we remembered as students or
people the faculty remembered,"
Weatherall explained.
"We were marvelously fortunate in the way the alumni came
through for this. They did extraordinary work," he said.
Weatherall said he plans to
make the magazine an annual
publication. He says he would
like to publish the next issue on
Oct. 1. "We're just now gathering names for the next one, and
if people have suggestions for
names or topics, we'd like to
have them," he said.
In particular, Weatherall said
he is seeking articles from alumni
in sales, consulting, financial positions, arts and religious vocations, and entrepeneurial ventures."
"Because of the great concern
about students choosing electrical
engineering and computers sci-

mian brea *
By Ronald W. Norman
A graduate student at Ashdown House aided in the capture
and arrest of a man who entered
her room at 1 a.m. Sunday. The
student, who refused to release
her name, was not injured and
no property was taken from her.
Campus Police arrested the intruder, and a Cambridge grand
jury is expected to hear the case
next week, according to Lt. Anne
P. Glavin.
Patrol Officer Paul Conway arrested Peter Lee, a 19-year-old
male while he was fleeing after
"skirmishing" with the night

1 u iss

watchman. Lee has nine outstanding warrants for his arrest
from Cambridge and Dorchester,
according to Glavin.
The case will probably be given
priority in court and "... he'll
be right off to prison," Glavin
said.
Lee has been charged with
breaking and entering in the
night and trespassing. He has
also been charged with assault
and battery stemming from his
altercation with the watchman,
Glavin said.
The graduate student said yesterday, "I always thought I was
safe in the dorm. ...
Now I

notices
Tuesday, Feb. 28
Lois Starkey will speak on The

Avoid hot rod starts.

Monday, March 5
Beth Israel Hospital is offering a
support group for women with
breast cancer. Participatiion is
not limited to women currently
undergoing treatment. New
group begins today. For more
info call 735-3755.

Drive at a steady pace.
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For a free booklet with more easy energy-saving tips,
write "Energy," Box 62, Oak Ridge, TN 37830.
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Montgomery Frost Lloyd's Inc.
Prescription Opticians
Quality Eyeware Since 1870
Prescriptions Filled Quickly and Accurately
Ray-Ban, Vuarnet,
and Porsche Carrera Sunglasses

know it's not safe.
"I feel I was very lucky.... It
was nice of him not to attack
me," she added.
Lee is also charged with receiving stolen property worth over
$100. Police found a Seiko watch
in his possession, which had allegedly been taken from another
Ashdown resident's room that
night.
The victim told the police she
had been half asleep when a tall
man cautiously entered her room.
When the intruder discovered
her, she said he told her, "Don't
scream - there's a party downstairs and I'm looking for someone."
The student then followed the
intruder downstairs where she
called for help and was aided by
the night watchman.

HARRIS
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di Gras with a puppet show at 3
pm. Admission is free to French
Library members; others $1. For
more info call 266-4351.

Changing Role of the Country
House at 8 p.m. at the Isabella
Stewart Gardner Museum. The
lecture will be held in the Tapestry Room, with a reception following. Cost: $5 members, $7.50
non-members. Call 566-1401 for
more information.

ence as a major, we are going to
ask the alumni to stress a bit
more this time how they chose
their major," he continued. "We
want to emphasize that you can
dabble in electrical engineering
and computer science without
necessarily majoring in it."
How To Get There From MIT
benefits companies as well as students, Weatherall said. "It is
more likely than any other placemernt-office publication to be read
by students, so it provides a good
vehicle for the companies' advertising."
The placement office will not
send How To Get There Fromln
MIT to students because of prohibitive mailing costs, Weatherall
said. However, students can pick
up free copies at the placement
office or the Undergraduate Academic Support Office. The magazine will also be for sale at the
Tech Coop and the MIT Press
bookstore.

PAGE 15

HOW TO
GET BETTER MILEAGE
FROM YOUR CAR...

Alumni v vrite about careers

By Diana ben-Aaron
The MIT Office of Career
Planning and Placement has become a trend-setter among college placement offices by publishing a magazine of articles written
by alumni about their careers.
The magazine, titled How To
Get There From MIT, is aimed at
"undergraduates who are still
making up their minds about
what they would like to do with
their MIT education," said Robert K. Weatherall, director of Career Planning and Placement. Its
purpose is "to show them that
there are a great many worthwhile directions in which they
can go."
"I think we are the first college
to do anything like it," Weatherall said. "I've shown it to other
placement officers and. some of
them have indicated they may do
something similar."
"We asked someone from each
major and each of the obvious

The Tech

20% Off

On All Prescription Eyeware
With M.I.T. I.D.

Offer not valid with other promotions
Cambridge store only

5 Brattle St. (Harvard Sq.), Cambridge
876-0851
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CORPORATION
OPEN HOUSE
for Electrical and Aeronautical
Engineering, Computer Science
and Material Science/Chemical
Engineering/Physics majors.
WED., MARCH 7TH, 6:00 p.m.
- 9:30 p.m., at the Hyatt
Regency Cambridge, Patriots
Hallway, 575 Memorial Drive.
Refreshments will be served.

-i

Wednesday, Feb 29
Harvard-Radcliffe Hillel and the
Center for Jewish Studies at Harvard University present as part of
the Israeli Film Series "But
Where is Daniel Wax" at 7:30 at
Boylston Hall. Admission is
$1.50 for students, $2,50 for general public.
a

Fran Hosken, editor of Women's
International Network New, will
speak on "Traditional Practices
Damaging Women's Health" at
the Cambridge Forum, 3 Church

RING DAYS

Iralrcmuhk

Wednesday and
Thursday February 29
and March 1
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
at the Tech Coop.
Rings available for
seniors, graduate
students and alumni.

St., Harvard Square. Free.

Saturday, March 3

It takes total confidence.
And at Supercuts, we get that
confidence by training our
people to cut hair perfectly.
That way, no matter how
you like your hair cut, you're
going to get the cut you like.

The Greater Boston Physicians
for. Social Responsibility ;is sponsoring an educational conference
on "The Road to Arms Control"
at Andover West Junior High
School from noon to 4 pm. Featured speaker Congressman Edward Markey. Free and open to
the public. For more info call the
GBPSR office at 497-7440

Every time. Guaranteed, or
your money back.
How do you guarantee a
haircut? It's easy.
You make every cut a
Supercut.
And a Supercut is avlways $8.'

$25 OFF 14kt GOLD RINGS

Jupercu

Sunday, March 4

We're changing the way America cuts its hair.

Guignol, the mischievous French
puppet, returns to t;he French Library in Boston to celebrate Mar-

Twin City ShoppingCenter
264 Monsignor
O'Brien Hwy
666 1640
Hours-Mon Fr 9-9
'Snampoo dad
Dlov dryava,laD.e
a, cdOtona, cost

-

-
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HARVARD
COOPERATIVE

CAMBRIDGE
2150 MassachusettsAve
492-0067

SOCIETY
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Fire in Building 2 fills halls
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Switch box in basement of Building 2 where fire
may have started.

firP_
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Erratumn
An article in the Feb. 17
issue of The Tech misrepresented a statement by Bill
Hobbib '86, secretary of
the Student Center Committee. His position on the
pornography referendum
on the March 14 ballot is
that it should concern
"pornographic" films, not
just sexually explicit,
"adult" films.

I

-Ii_!iiI
When Judy Lafferty
prepares for a race,
she checks every part
of her bike.
Because she checks
her body the same
way, she discovered a
lump in her breast a
few years ago.
She discovered it
early. And these days,
85% of early breast
cancers can be treated
successfully.
Judy has since had
reconstructive surgery,
too. And she feels like
herself again. Alive,
v;brant, ready to get
on her bike and take
on the world.
Judy Lafferty is living proof of the progress we're making
against cancer.
The American
Cancer Society takes
some credit for that
progress. But credit
won't finance our
work.
We need your
money to help us win
this race.

and handling.
and college. Prce include- -stR;p
Be sure to include your name, addressauedl-yteSa
cdedBah
i~~~~olwoPmaoBah
~ ~~ ~
~~~~V~~~~~~L

SHARE
THE COST @OF
LIVING. [
This space donated by The Tech

~~~~~Y

Hollywood, Pompano Beach, Lauderdale-by-the-Sea, Deerfield Beach.
Want the tradition to live on forever? Then order your full, color 17" x 23" poster of Spring Break '84 by sending

GIVE TO THE
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY.
L
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man yelled, 'Come on, get out of
here! ' "
"In the hall I saw a math professor and I asked him if Course
XVIII was responsible for this,"
Gornish said. "He told me 'we
only deal with numbers, and
numbers don't burn.' "
-

PAGE 17 ~

ith thick smoke

'
(Continuedfrom page 1)
a minor disaster if the vacuum
.
'"
pumps shut off," as they did
lucky
were
we
from the fire, "but
that most things were shut off."
"The chemistry departmentVAX crashed," because of the
building's power loss, Schweitzer
said. "I think they managed to
salvage all the files."'
"One of the terminals blew
up," he added.
John M. Fresina of the Safety
Office said he will,"try to analyze
what happened and how we can
prevent it from happening again.
':'
-...~~~,.
d~
"I don't recall anything like
not in recent memory,
this ..
,
and I've been here for 23 years," .
he said. "It was a pretty unusual
..... '
incident.".Patricia J. Lodi '87, who was
?',
present at the fire, said, "I
couldn't even see the end of the
hall through the smoke.
"I asked if anyone pressed the
/;
fire alarm yet, but the fire marshal had already been called," she..
said.
Edward H. Gornish '86 said,
"I was in a class in Building 4,
and a few minutes before the
class ended we smelled smoke, so
our instructor just closed the
door.
Tech photos by SimsOn L Garfinkel
"Later I started walking to my
of Building 2.
basement
in
damage
examine
next class in Building 2 and when Cambridge firefighters
I
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The FASTEST Growing- ht School inthe Rugged Northeast
_PATRIOT AVIATION. GUARANTEED PILOT COURSE
H

Arthur Teager, President
Patriot Aviation

.

Art Teager...

MIT Class of '48 and '49

Come and enjoy the fun of flying with us|
Enjoy a new kind of freedom-

Experience the thrill and excitement of soaring with the eagles. Join the Patriot Family of safe, confidert pilots. As a Patriot pilot, you will be part of a special group of people who have gained a new perspective,
soared to new heights and gained new friends.
You'll loin the Patriot Fraternity of safe, confident pilots and see the world through different eyes. We can
help you conquer your fear, so that you too can enjoy this wondrous world of beauty.
Join our Patriot Family and earn your Patriot Wings. Come and enjoy the Fun of Flying with us.
F lying is really a lot of fun. We help conquer your fear by using only the BEST NEW PLANES, BESTrLIGHT
INSTRUCTORS BESTCESSNA (F. A.A. APPROVED) PROGRAM with UNL/IMTED FLIGHTHOURS and
UNLIMITED GROUND SCHOOL under our unique 2-3-2 program, all at a GUARANTEED PRICE (NO
SHORT CUTS).
We train only In NEW Cessna 152 aircraft, the world's most forgiving trainer. You'll train at safe Hanscom
Field with a control tower and long, wide runways. You'll receive the full ground course as part of the "Patriot
Guaranteed'' one-on-one program. You'll receive everything needed to earn your private pilot's license and
Patriot Flying Wings.
PATRIOT AVIATION Is the only flight school In this area to offer an all-inclusive flight training program using
new quiprment at a guaranteed price. In Just 14 short weeks, you can join our Patriot Family of safe, confident
pilots. Patriot is open 7 days a week with hours to fit your schedule- PATRIOT AViATION> IS SIMPLY THE
SAFEST AND THE BEST.

TAKE- 5 EASY STEPS AND. BECOME A PATRIOT PILOT
1 PHONE 274-6500
COME SEE 3SiGN-UP
4 START FLYING 5 GET YOUR WINGS
FOR APPOINTMENT

2

FREE 1/2 HOUR TOUR
(NO OBLIGATION)

OUR SCHOOL
8 EQUIPMENT

GET YOUR FREE
UNLIMITED HOURS
FLYING-RED-CASE
COMPLETE WITH LOGBOOK
(AND EVERYTHINGo NEEDED)

Come Join Thle Patriot Famnily.
BEgS

fligiht

3ElST

program. All at a

&for
oa~~~

instructors

BEST riew planes,

and

GUAJRANTEED PRICE*

ONff^Fg8I

B

ONLY PATRIO>T

CESSNA M0OONEfY

aHT
_

_

[a has all Individual one on one Instruction.
L- is open 7 days a week.
-C: has flexible hours to fly your schedule.
i offers a guaranteedprogram and price.
EI has the best InstructorJll
full timo-all C.F.I.I.'s.

a full time FAA examiner on the staff.
You'll learn everything needed

We_strl~P
Care
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Our
, ,
_
Patriot Fami~ly
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ground school
under our unique 2-3-2 program.
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Outside Looking In
By V. Michael Bove
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Room 001
By Carol Yao
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Electromagnetics Research at Northeastern
Probing the Outer Limits of the Universe

Satellites are exploring the far reaches of the solar system-photographing the moons of
Jupiter, measuring the rings of Saturn, and searching for traces of extraterrestriai life
Scientists inelectromagnetics research not only Interpret these discoveries but also
assist Indeveloping the instrumentation that makes these discoveries possible.
Outer space is only one of the areas inwhich electromagnetic effects play an impor
tant role. Other examples Include: oil exploration, underwater and optical communication,
and integrated-circut fabrication.

Electromagnetics Research-the Career of the Twenty-first Century

Today there Is ashortage of electromagnetics engineers-a trend that will continue until the
end of the century.
If you are an undergraduate electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, physics,
or mathematics malor, you have a chance to be ahead of your time A career In electromagnetics will put you ina position to be on the leading edge of the profession.

i;

Center for Electromagnetics Research at Northeastern University

Northeastern University plans to open a Center for Electromagnetics Research in
September-the first of its kind at a university. Students may enroll In advanced degree
programs in the electrical or mechanical engineering departments. Fellowship lunding is
available to qualified applicants.

Advantages of Universily-Industry Collaboration

The Center represents a collaboration between the University and Industry on research
areas of common interest As agraduate student in the program, you will participate inthe
basic research projects of the Center. You may also receive hands-on, industry-relevant,
paid-work experience Inthe labs of affiliated firms. The program provides opportunity for a
career either Inteaching and research, or to move right Into an entry or advanced-level
position inindustry.

L

THE MAJOR RESEARCH OF THE
CENTER IS INTHE FOLLOWING FOUR
GENERAL AREAS.
Radio Frequency Phenomena and Systems
Electro optics
Electrical Discharge Phenomena
Computational Analysis for EM Applcations
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COURSES INSUPPORT OF
THESE AREAS INCLUDE
Plasma Theory and Engineering
Lasers
Acoustics
Solid stale Devices
Radar and Communications Systems
Microwave Engineering
Remote Sensing
Antenna Theory and Design
Optical Properties of Matter
Electro-optics Theory and Devices
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL
617437-5110,

OR FILL OUT THE COUPON.
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Tech Photo by Willie Tsang

Tech Photo by Wiliie Tsang

Evie Vance '86 of the Women's Gymnastics team executes a back flip during a meet against Bridgewater State College on Saturday in duPont Gym-

Missy Maxfield '85, who won the all-around competition with a 31.95,
swings through her dismount preparation in Saturday's meet.
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Classified Advertising in The 7ech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Mn st be prepaid,
with complete name, address, and
phone number. The Tech, W20483; or PO Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge, MA 02139.
Small, varied consultancy seeking
freelance associates (economists;
statisticians; systems/financial analysts; engineers; others). Flexible
hours: housebound professionals
welcome. Write to P.G. Read, 52
Bay State Rd., Boston, MA 02215
describing background, professional aspirations. All replies acknowledged.
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Some i desk jobs are
1
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v
| making authority.
more exciting than
~I~\iI
In/B~~~~~~~P-,P the air,and orn the
other
s.
~~~~~~~~~~~~gro~und, you have
Ns a Na ' pilot
management responsior flig Orht officer, your
bilit~from the beg~indesk can be a sophisning. And your
ticate d combination
responsibility grows
of SU] personic Jet airA
as you gain experience.
craft;and advanced electronic equipment. No company can give you this kind of
But ymou can handle it. Because Navy
leadership responsibility this fast. And
flight ;training gives you the navigation, nothing beats the sheer excitement of
aerodlynamics and other technical
Navy flying.
know.-how you need.
. The salary is exciting, too. Right
In return, Navy aviation demands
away, you'll earn about $18,300 a year.
somelthing of you as-an officer:
That's better than the average corporaLeadEership.
tion will pay you just outof college.
Your path to leadership starts with And with regular Navy promotions and
office Wr
training that's among the most
other pay increases, your annual
dema Lnding in the military. It's intensive salary will soar to $31,100 after four
leadei rship and professional schooling
years. That's on top of a full package
comb,ined with rigorous Navy flight
of benefits and privileges.
trainiing. And it's all geared to prepare
Before you settle down to an earthyou and other college
bound desk job, reach
W 343
graduates
for
the
NTVY0QPP0)RTUNITY
for the sky; Reach for
.niqu.hallg
.
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IINFORMATION CENTER
unique challenge of
PO. Box 5000. Clifton, NJ 07(015
the coupon. FMnd out
Navy aviation. The
i
Please send me more inform atio>n about becomwhat it takes to be
viation Team. (OA)
program is tough but
ing a member of the Naval Av
part of the Naval
Last
rewarding.
Print)
Aviation lobam. You
Apt. #
One important
Address
.
could
have a desk
~Zip---~-reward for Navy
CltI
Statethat flies at twice the
offiers .s
.ecisl.
|
Age
tCollege/University_
officers is decisionrA-}]~
rn
speed of sound.
= rear in College
#GiPA

Electrical engineers or students of
electronics - to build (and design)
signal generators, FM modulators
and do some design work - work
at home and on your own time is
OK. Write B~en Electric, P.O. BOX
4678, Phila., 191 01
Typeset Resumes say you are professional. We can help you design a
personal format -- only $25 1$10
each additional page). Turnaround
time is just two working days. Monday-Saturclay. Contact Rudra Press
today at 576-3394.
Brand new windsurfer all equipment including: striking sail colors
Fin - mast -- boom
universal
. lines -- adjustable dagger board
$525.00. Call Bob, 396-3086,
387-1 649
Is it true that you can buy Jeeps for
$44 through the U.S. Government?
Get the facts today' Call 1312)
742-1142 ext. 5890.

Need Credit Cards? New Credit?
Receive Visa and Mastercard with
no credit check. Free brochure call
(602) 951-1266 ext. 302.

r

Help Wanted. Two full-time positions available in sunny Santa Barbara, CA. LISP SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER - will be developing
68000 Lisp. KNOWLEDGE ENGINEER -- will be developing expert
system on Symbolics 3600. Contact: Denison Bollay, Inference
Technologies Division of The Original Computer Camp, Inc. 1800)
235-6965.
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LEGAL SERVICES - Available in
the fields of personal injury, negligence, business, real estate, contract, criminal, landlord-tenant, and
divorce law. Resonable rates. Call
Attorney Esther J. Horwich, MIT
'77. at 523-1150
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SKIS/ACCESSORIES SALE: 190 cm
OLIN MKIV with Saloman 727's,
160cm Rossingnol 'Firedanc-es',
150cm Sarner 'Darts', Olin SKICARE KIT, SKI, BOOT & Travel
Bags, Roffe Racing Parts, Stereo ski
pack, etc ... call Jack, 494-8683/
8674
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Phone NumberAre. C(rde)
Best Time to Call
This Is for general recruitment Information You do not ha, e to
furnish dns of the Information requested Of course. the nore we
knock. the inorre *ve can help to determine the kinds of :Nav pos,
tons for which you qualif,.
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Navy Officers

Get BesponsibilityEast.

The MIT Equipment Exchange offers surplus equipment and used
typewriters to students and staff at
reasonable prices. Located in Building NW30, 224 Albany Street.
Open Mon., Weds., Fri., 10 am 1pm.
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